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This paper deals with the problem of finding the best basis
for color reproduction under a given model for color perception.
We propose a mathematical framework for color basis optimization. We solve the problem for two different measures of
‘‘goodness’’ of a color basis and several perception models,
including the human visual system. We also propose additional
goddness measures for the design of special purpose displays.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.

If (r, g, b) is a legal color triplet elicited by some spectrum
S(l), we would like to find a discrete spectrum
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Color is the perceptual response of a visual system to
an input light with a spectrum defined by S(l) $ 0 for
wavelength values l in the visible range. The perception
of color is due to detectors of three types present in the
visual system, differing in their spectral sensitivity functions. These detectors will be called Dr , Dg , and Db and
their sensitivity or tuning functions will be denoted by
wr (l), wg (l) and wb (l) accordingly. If all detectors are
exposed to the same input spectrum S(l), the color perceived by the system [2, 5, 6, 8, 9] is determined by three
nonnegative numbers, denoted by (r, g, b), obtained from
the formulae
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If the F matrix is full rank we could always choose
three wavelenghts in terms of which the system will have
a solution of the form

(1)

S(l)wb (l) dl,

the integration being over the visible range V.
The problem of color reproduction [6, 9, 11], using a
mixture of pure colors is the following: we would like to
choose a discrete set of wavelengths, hl1 , . . . , l kj, so as
to be able to produce the widest range of, and, in the best
case, all physically realizable nonnegative triplets (r, g, b).
Those triplets encode the entire range of input spectra.
* On sabbatical at Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974.
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However the situation is not as simple as it seems to be,
due to the fact that we are not able to generate negative
coefficients haij, since we can add but never subtract photons of some required wavelength. So, instead of trying to
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determine the possible triplets (r, g, b) that cause coefficients (a 1 , a 2 , a 3) be nonnegative, we will take another
approach, namely given the turning curves hwr (l), wg (l),
wb (l)j we want to determine three wavelength values hl 1 ,
l 2 , l 3j so as to have the largest ‘‘space’’ of [r, g, b] T vectors
spanned by F3[a 1 , a 2 , a 3] T with nonnegative coefficients
(a 1 , a 2 , a 3).
There has been a lot of research done on the best way
to reproduce color images [1, 6] given a certain set of basic
colors. In this paper, we address a different problem: that
of choosing the basic colors that will allow us to reproduce
the richest possible palette. Even though the model we
consider is a simplification of the models that take various
practical aspects of cathode ray tube (CRT) colorimetry
into account, it leads to interesting questions and provides
a mathematical framework that can be extended to incorporate practical constraints.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section
we formulate the problem and propose two different measures of ‘‘goodness’’ of a color basis. In section 3 we solve
the problem for both measures and for several color perception models, including the human sensitivity curves.
Then we address related questions such as what we gain
by using more than three basic colors and how the method
can be extended to deal with nonpure colors. It is followed
by a discussion on other possible measures of goodness of
a color basis and conclusions.
2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

As defined in previous section, the problem is: given three
sensors or detectors with sensitivity functions hwr (l), wg (l),
wb (l)j, find three wavelength values hl 1 , l 2 , l 3j so that the
number of possible colors ((r, g, b) triplets) will be maximized. Before we start to solve this problem we need to
precisely define a cost function to be maximized. This function must express user requirements for the color display.
The CIE standard primary colors were chosen using the following simple requirement: the space of all feasible colors
is to be maximized. In the two following sections we define
and solve the problem with this particular requirement in
mind. Two different cost functions are proposed, their properties are discussed, and the problem is solved for both of
them. Then some other functions are considered.
Let us assume that we have chosen three wavelength values hl 1 , l 2 , l 3j. All the coefficient triplets we can get using
three display guns in a cathode ray tube with these frequencies (wavelength values) and maximal intensities I1 , I2 , I3 ,
form a parallelepiped spanned by three basis vectors:
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If F3 is a full rank matrix, three vectors hFe1 , Fe2 , Fe3j
are linearly independent and define a new parallelepiped
that contains all the possible (r, g, b) T vectors that can be
reproduced using the display guns defined above. For each
possible coefficient triplet (a 1 , a 2 , a 3) and color perceived
by a visual system is given by
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b1 5 F3 e1 , b2 5 F3 e2 , b3 5 F3 e3

(11)

form a basis of the perceived ‘‘color space.’’ All the colors
which can be reproduced by this gun system are linear
combinations of vectors hb1 , b2 , b3j with coefficients in
interval [0, 1], so it will be natural to define our cost function as a volume of a parallelepiped spanned by the vectors
hb1 , b2 , b3j, which is proportional to the determinant of F3 :
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This is a possible cost function one should maximize in
order to obtain an optimal wavelength set.
Another possibility is to consider a so-called ‘‘chromaticity diagram.’’ If some input spectrum is perceived by a
visual system as an (r, g, b) triplet, its normalized RGB
parameters are defined by
r5

r
r
r
,g5
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(13)

These are not independent quantities—given two of them,
the third one can be determined—so two independent
parameters are enough to describe uniquely a point in the
space of [r , g , b] T vectors (which is actually a two-dimen-
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sional space). The chromaticity digram is a description of
all realizable colors in, say, ( g , r) coordinates.
Given the tuning curves, one can compute the pure color
curve—a set of points corresponding to all pure colors on
the chromaticity diagram. If three frequencies of the display guns are chosen, all the colors that can be reproduced
using these guns are represented by points inside a triangle
on a chromaticity diagram, whose vertices are points on
the pure color curve corresponding to the wavelengths of
the guns. Therefore, our cost function can be defined as
the area of a triangle ‘‘spanned’’ by three points displaying
the gun wavelength values on a chromaticity diagram.
Let us consider three points (P1 , P2 , P3) on a chromaticity diagram corresponding to the gun wavelengths (l 1 , l 2 ,
l 3). The area of a triangle with vertices at these three
points can be found from the formula
S 5 i(P2 2 P1) 3 (P3 2 P1)i,

(14)

so the cost of three given wavelength values (l 1 , l 2 , l 3)
is defined by
g(l 1 , l 2 , l 3) 5 i((r 2 , g 2) 2 (r 1 , g 1)) 3 ((r 3 , g 3) 2 (r 1 , g 1))i,
(15)
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It is important to clarify a major difference between the
two cost functions defined above. While the first one takes
into account both intensity and saturation with certain
weights, the second one reflects only the richness of the
display palette without consideration of the intensity range.
So, their uses are different: if one can supply gun intensities
high enough to get sufficient intensities for each color perceived by an observer, he would be interested in the second
type of cost function. But, if it is also important to get
good intensity ranges for the colors we are capable to
reproduce (maybe even at the expense of not being able
to reproduce some other colors at all), the first type of
cost function is better suited. In the following discussion
we will refer to both cost functions and consider optimal
solutions for each one of them.
A further interesting question is how to choose more
than three frequencies (wavelength) in order to extend
the space of possible color triplets. A related issue is to
determine the minimal number of pure colors necessary

for covering the entire range of nonnegative 3-vectors encoding color.
3. SOLUTION

It is usually very difficult to solve the problem analytically in the general case (i.e., for any function set hwr (l),
wg (l), wb (l)j) and some numerical methods should be used
in order to find the maximum of the function f(l 1 , l 2 ,
l 3). There are, however, simple cases when an analytical
solution can be found. One of them is the ‘‘linear’’ case,
discussed below. Two additional models with tuning curves
defined analytically (polynomial and exponential, respectively) are considered in the Appendix. For both of them
a cost function can be computed analytically, but its maximum is found by numerical computations because of its
complicated analytical form. Then the tuning curves of the
human visual system are analyzed and an optimal set of
display gun wavelengths is determined. Its relationship
with other standard color systems is discussed.
3.1. Linear Model of Tuning Curves
Assume that all the sensitivity functions have a linear
form

5
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,
(18)
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where p [ hr, g, bj, and 0 # ab # ag # ar # 1 (see Fig.
1a). In this case an exact analytical solution can be computed. The interval [0, 1] should be divided into four subintervals: [0, ab), [ab , ag), [ag , ar), and [ar , 1], so that in
each one of them the functions hwr (l), wg (l), wb (l)j are
monotonic (increasing or decreasing) and have first order
derivative at each inner point. Hence, if it is known to
which subinterval each one of hl 1 , l 2 , l3j belongs, an
analytical form for f can be determined, then f is differentiated and the maximal value can be determined. An additional constraint is imposed by the assumption that 0 #
ab # ag # ar # 1. So only those triples of the subintervals
that satisfy this constraint are to be taken into account
(e.g., a combination l 1 [ [ab , a g), l 2 [ [0, a b), and l 3 [
[a g , a r) is impossible, because l 1 # l 2). Here is an example
for l 1 [ [0, a b), l 2 [ [a b , a g), and l 3 [ [a g , a r):
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FIG. 1. A linear model of sensitivity curves: (a) sensitivity curves, (b) chromaticity diagram. On the chromaticity diagram the corresponding
wavelengths are given.

f(l 1 , l 2 , l 3) 5

I1 I2 I3 Jr Jg Jb
l 1(l 2 2 ab)(l 3 2 ag).
a r ab ag (1 2 ab)(1 2 ag)

It is obvious that f gets its maximal value when l 1 5 ab ,
l 2 5 ag , and l 3 5 ar . All other combinations can be treated
in a similar manner and yield the same result:

l1 5 ab , l2 5 ag , l3 5 ar .

(19)

This shows that for a linear model the points of a maximal
sensitivity of the three different detector types should be
taken as the wavelength values of the display guns.
Now let us build a chromaticity diagram for the linear
model. For each of the four intervals mentioned above
(r, g, b) values should be computed in order to find the
corresponding points on the chromaticity diagram. After
eliminating l, we get (Fig. 1b)
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3.2. Human Vision Model

where
J
J*
p 5 *, q 5
,
* a
* 12a
*
*
for p [ hr, g, bj.

For the linear sensitivity model the pure color curve on
a chromaticity diagram is a triangle with vertices at the
points corresponding to maximum points of three tuning
curves, so those three points represent an optimal solution
for the second cost function. In order to get a maximal
area of a triangle with vertices on the pure color curve,
which is a triangle by itself, one should choose its vertices.
The pure color curve vertices correspond to any triple (l1 ,
ag , l2), where 0 , l1 # ab and ar # l2 , 1. Here one can
clearly see a difference between two cost functions: any
value of l in the interval [0, ab] is equally good for the
second cost function as a wavelength of the ‘‘blue’’ display
gun, but the first one chooses ab to be the best solution
because it allows the widest range not only of color combinations, but also of color intensity. The same is true for
the ‘‘red’’ display gun.
Although the linear model is a very rough approximation
of human sensitivity curves, this result shows that it is
advisable to choose the gun wavelength near the peaks of
the receptor sensitivity curves, explaining the ‘‘engineering’’ choice of the RGB color basis. The computations
and analysis are very similar in other analytical models. If
analytical methods cannot be applied, numerical techniques are used to find the maximum point of a cost function. Two additional analytical examples are considered in
the Appendix, and the next interesting model we explicitly
analyze is the human vision model.

(21)

In previous examples the tuning curves were assumed
to be available in an analytical form, but in most practical
situations they are given in a discrete form (as a result of
measurements). Tuning or sensitivity curves for the human
vision system have been measured in laboratory conditions—the graphs are available in the literature [4, 7] and
are shown in Fig. 2a. hwr (l), wg (l), wb (l)j have been determined for the wavelength range l [ [400 nm, 700 nm]
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FIG. 2. Human vision model: (a) sensitivity curves, (b) chromaticity diagram.

with a step of 10 nm. For each node of a 3D-grid defined
by 10 nm steps in the (l1 , l 2 , l 3) space the value of f(l1 ,
l 2 , l 3) was computed and its maximum was found. The
solution obtained is

l1 5 440 nm, l 2 5 540 nm, l 3 5 600 nm,

(22)

values that are, again, very close to sensitivity maximum
points (440 nm, 540 nm, 570 nm) and correspond precisely
to the three points of global maxima of the CIE standard
primary color curves [3, 9]. Therefore in order to get
the richest color set for humans by only three discrete
frequencies, one should choose the global maxima of
the CIE primaries. On the CIE chromaticity diagram all
the colors that can be reproduced by such a system form
a triangle with vertices located on the ‘‘horse shoe’’
curve, corresponding to the wavelength l1 5 440 nm
(blue), l 2 5 540 nm (green will a little of yellow), and
l 3 5 600 nm (orange).
In order to get the richest palette, i.e., maximize the
second cost function g(l1 , l 2 , l 3), the chromaticity diagram
(Fig. 2b) was built and the maximal coverage area was
found at

l1 5 410 nm, l 2 5 490 nm, l 3 5 700 nm.

(23)

These wavelength values allow us to get the widest range
of color mixtures, and we can see that, again, these are
the traditionally chosen colors (blue, green, red).
4. RELATED QUESTIONS

In view of the analysis done in the previous section, it
is easy to answer several further questions about color reproduction.

4.1. More Than Three Basic Colors
For the first type of the cost function additional display
guns cause the reproducible color space to be spanned by
more than three vectors and it becomes more complex than
a parallelepiped. Therefore addition of new pure colors
extends the space of reproducible colors. The whole [r, g,
b] T vector space, however, cannot be reproduced by any
finite set of single wavelength guns, because, for example,
the ‘‘pure’’ colors ([1, 0, 0] T, [0, 1, 0] T, and [0, 0, 1] T ) can
never be reproduced by such a system. This is due to the
fact that sensitivity functions are positive over the whole
visible range, for the human visual system and for all other
sensible models.
Considering the second type of the cost function, all
reproducible colors (r, g, b) are matched into inner points
of the polygon with vertices on the pure color curve corresponding to gun wavelength. In the case of three basic
colors, this polygon is a triangle, but in the general case it
has a number of vertices equal to a number of guns used
in the display system. Therefore the display palette can be
enriched by the addition of new display guns, because the
area of a convex polygon is larger then an area of a triangle
generated by any three vertices of the polygon. A reasonable way to find a good solution for more than three display
guns is to solve the problem for three guns and then to
find an optimal location for each next gun wavelength by
adding it to the solution found so far and optimizing this
new problem. This is clearly a suboptimal, greedy approach.
We saw that for the linear problem a three gun system
can cover the whole area inside the pure color curve. But
for the human vision system and its ‘smooth’ model the
pure color curve is smooth too, and it is impossible to
cover an area with smooth borders by an polygon. So, no
finite set of single wavelength display guns will be able to
reproduce all possible colors inside the pure color curve.
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4.2. Nonpure Color Guns
Another interesting question, which arises if practical
issues of design are considered, is what happens if nonpure
color guns are used. In real displays, phosphors with different spectral characteristics are used as light sources. They
usually produce colors that are not pure, but rather a spectrum of wavelengths. The optimization process proposed
above can also be applied to this case. In this case the set
of the color primaries is a set of spectra hS1 (l), . . . , Sk (l)j,
which is a subset of all feasible phosphors, and Eq. (5) becomes

34
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A set of all possible spectra of display guns can be represented as a discrete set of vectors inside the ‘‘basic’’ parallelepiped defined by pure colors in the 3D space for the
first cost function, and as a discrete set of points inside the
pure color curve on the chromaticity diagram. The problem
of determining an optimal color basis remains the same
problem of maximizing the cost function, but now it is to
be solved over a discrete set of possible solutions.
Trussel in [9] proposed to treat color spectra as multidimensional vectors (of about 30 dimensions). The vector
components are the values of the spectrum sampled at
small steps of l. This approach was used in [10] for design
of an optimal set of color filters. Using this approach in
our case, it can be easily seen that Eq. (24) is a reduction
of the multidimensional color space to its projection onto
the 3D space spanned by the tuning curves hwr (l), wg (l),
wb (l)j. The case of nonpure color guns becomes almost
identical to the case of pure color bases. The only difference between these two cases is that in the case of nonpure
basic colors we have to actually perform an integration
(inner product in the vector space of color spectra) in order
to compute the various spectra’s projection onto the space
defined by the sensitivity functions.
5. OTHER COST FUNCTIONS

In the previous sections some very simple cost functions
were proposed and analyzed. They reflect a requirement
of uniform maximization of the feasible color space. But

in some cases user demands may be different. In this section we discuss two examples of such demands and show
how an appropriate cost function can be chosen in order
to satisfy each of them.
Both functions proposed above consider their domain
(3D space of vectors in the first case and 2D space of points
in the second case) as a uniform one, but one could claim
that some region, for example the region of colors around
blue, is more important than another. If one defines a
function of ‘‘importance’’ over the color space, the cost
function could be defined not as the usual volume (area),
but rather as a weighted integral over a parallelepiped (a
triangle), the weight function measuring importance.
Another interesting example are special purpose displays, e.g., displays used for quality control on a production
line. In this case only a limited group of materials will be
displayed and their color properties are known at the time
of design. One of the natural requirements for such displays
is easy distinguishability between materials and the possibility to represent, as precise as possible, colors close to
them. Therefore, the cost function in this case should maximize distances between the points representing given materials. The simplest solution is to find the minimal convex
body (parallelepiped in the first case and triangle in the
second) that includes all the points. In such a case the
coefficients of different materials’ representations will differ the most.
We can see that the proposed approach can be easily
adjusted for various requirements, providing optimal
choices of the basic colors for display guns.
6. CONCLUSIONS

Given three detector sensitivity curves, the problem of
color reproduction using pure colors (i.e., three display
guns with wavelength hl1 , l 2 , l 3j) can be solved by maximizing a cost function measuring the volume of a parallelepiped spanned by three vectors in the space of [r, g, b] T
vectors, representing the color triplets produced by using
the monochromatic display guns. Another natural cost
function definition can be the area of a triangle with vertices corresponding to the three display gun wavelength
values on the chromaticity diagram. These two functions
differ in their treatment of the intensity and color mixture
ranges. While the first one takes into consideration both
color mixture and intensity ranges with some weights, the
second one considers only color saturation without paying
any attention to realizable gun intensities. The choice of
a cost function, therefore, depends on the problem one is
going to solve: if not only palette, but also a maximal
intensity is important, the first cost function should be
chosen. If the most important issue of some practical system is how rich its palette is, one should choose the second
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FIG. 3. (a) Polynomial and (b) exponential models of sensitivity curves.

approach. It is also possible to use a more complex cost
function of the form

6.1. Polynomial Model
Sensitivity curves are given by

H(l1 , l2 , l3) 5 mf(l1 , l2 , l3) 1 (1 2 m)g(l1 , l2 , l3), (25)
where m defines the relative weights with which two previous types of cost functions are mixed together.
As we have seen, for some simple cases an analytical
solution can be found, but in most practical situations
(when tuning curves are given as a result of measurements,
in a discrete form) numerical methods can readily be applied in order to maximize the cost function.
Addition of new guns with appropriate wavelength can
extend a space of reproducible colors, but no finite set of
guns can cover the whole range of possible colors.
The proposed method can be extended for nonpure
color sources, as well as for more complicated requirements on properties of color display.
For the human vision system the optimal wavelength set
is (not surprisingly) the three maximal points of the CIE
standard ‘‘primary’’ color curves, i.e., the RGB basis. For
Martians, the optimal set will probably comprise the three
(or more) maximal points of the MCIE (Martian CIE)
color curves.
APPENDIX

Polynomial and Exponential Models for
Color Perception
Two models considered here are polynomial and exponential ones. They supply tuning curves in analytical form,
but it is quite difficult to get a solution in such a form
(due to the complexity of the derivatives). Therefore, both
models were solved by numerical computations.
For each model the first cost function was maximized
and an optimal wavelength triple was found.

wr (l) 5 Jr l3(1 2 l),

(26)

wg (l) 5 Jg l2(1 2 l)2,

(27)

wb (l) 5 Jb l (1 2 l) ,

(28)

3

where l [ [0, 1] (Fig. 3a). The cost function in this case
f(l1 , l2 , l3)

|1

Jrl31(1 2 l1)

Jrl32(1 2 l2)

Jr l33(1 2 l3)

2|

5 I1 I2 I3 det Jgl21(1 2 l1)2 Jgl22(1 2 l2)2 Jgl23(1 2 l3)2
Jbl1(12 l1)

3

Jbl2(1 2 l2)

3

,

Jb l3(1 2 l3)
(29)

f(l1 , l2 , l3) 5 I1 I2 I3 Jr Jg Jb l1l2 l3
(1 2 l1)(1 2 l2)(1 2 l3)(l2 2 l1)(l32 l2)(l3 2 l1). (30)
By numerical methods one can find that f(l 1 , l 2 , l 3)
achieves its maximal value at the point

l 1 5 0.17, l 2 5 0.5, l 3 5 0.83.

(31)

This case can be also solved analytically.
6.2. Exponential Model
Let us consider tuning curves defined as follows

wr (l) 5 ar le2arl,

(32)

wg (l) 5 ag le

(33)

2agl

,
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wb (l) 5 ab le2abl,

(34)
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